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Truck
solutions

Front view

vision solutionsvision solutions

The new EU mirror directive came into force in 2006 and 
was extended in January 2007. It includes front view mir-
rors for all new trucks in Europe. Only an approved cam-
era system may replace the front view mirror. The front 
camera provides a perfect view of the blind spot in front 
of the cab. This makes it possible to notice cyclists and 
pedestrians in time. 

The front view mirror may be replaced by a front camera 
provided it meets, among others, the following require-
ments. 

Front view camera
0120050 - PAGE 31  

0120060 - PAGE 31

 Display 7” LEDD
0208202 - PAGE 34

The monitor can be integrated or surface-mounted, 
depending on the vehicle. It is also equipped 

with handy options, such as automatic bright-
ness adjustment. No matter how brightly 

the sun is shining or how dark it is, you 
always have good visibility. 

Class VI camera support
0401270 - PAGE 36  

The class VI camera support has been specifically de-
signed for the front camera. It enlarges the field of vi-
sion. Cables are well protected and tucked away neatly.

•  Mandatory front vision at for-
ward speeds of between 0 and 
30 km per hour.

•  It must be possible to see the 
class VI field of vision. (2 m in 
front of and 2 m across the en-
tire width of the cab)

•  The monitor may only display 
the class VI field of vision at for-
ward speeds of between 0 and 
30 km per hour.

•  The monitor and camera must 
meet all technical requirements. 

Monitor mounting bracket
04000610 - PAGE 35  

For fitting the monitor to the dashboard or on the roof of the 
cab.

The EG*2003/97*2005/27 directive describes the specifications that a truck's mirrors must comply with. 
Orlaco's front view system meets all these requirements.
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vision solutions vision solutions

Front camera

0120050 - PAGE 31

0120060 - PAGE 31

The front camera provides the required visibility at the front of the truck. A 
quick look at the monitor and you will know whether you can drive off safely 
without overlooking a cyclist, pedestrian or object.

 

Rear view camera

0120000 - PAGE 31

The rear view camera lets you see the area immediately 
behind the truck. The monitor in the cab automatically 
switches over to this camera if you select reverse gear, 
allowing you to reverse safely.

 

Cables: PAGE 32
System overview: PAGE 26
Orlaco has the right cable for every type of truck. It 
has multicables in various lengths for trucks and sturdy 
spiral cables for tractor units/trailers. 

Navigation: PAGE 40 
Good visibility and clear navigation instructions can be 
combined on one monitor. This combination is approved 
in accordance with the European mirror directives. As you 
would expect from Orlaco, the system is plug & play.

 Information

The front view system can be expanded with a rear view 
camera, for example, and a navigation computer.
This makes optimum use of your monitor.
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vision solutions vision solutions

Rear view camera

 0120000 -PAGE 31

The rear view camera on the rigid provides visibility when the trailer 
or tipper is not connected.

Trailer switcher

           0405600 - PAGE 38

The switcher is included in the special cable set. This trailer switcher ensures that 
the monitor automatically displays the rearmost camera. This is one less thing for the 
driver to think about and he can reverse the entire combination safely. 

 Display 7” LEDD

0208202 - PAGE 34

With the vertical and horizontal line marks set to the 
correct position, the camera on the back of the rigid is 
also an effective aid when connecting the trailer.

 Information

Orlaco has special cable sets (with or without spiral interconnection) for rear view 
cameras on your rigid and trailer/tipper.
This system can be expanded with front view and navigation.
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vision solutions vision solutions

Heavy haulage ADR

These truck combinations must comply with very specific safety requirements. Although a camera system is not 
mandatory, it certainly adds significant value. Please contact Orlaco for a system tailored to your requirements.

Rear view camera

      0120000 - PAGE 31

A longer and heavier truck combination (LHV), is a truck that can and may trans-
port more freight than an ordinary truck combination. Various LHV models are 
available, which is why the cables are always customised to order.

The transportation of hazardous materials by road is regu-
lated in Europe in the ADR. The vehicle must comply with a 
significant number of safety requirements, just like the cam-
era system. Safety is of paramount importance for these com-
panies, and cameras provide a significant amount of support 
in this regard. The ADR regulations contain stringent require-
ments for cabling. All of Orlaco's cameras and cables meet 
these stringent requirements, and have been marked "ADR 
approved" by the TÜV.  

   Information

 Information

Rear view camera

0120020 - PAGE 31

View of the axles
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vision solutions vision solutions

Tanker

Front view camera

0120050 + 0401270 - PAGES 31, 36

0120060 + 0401270 - PAGES 31, 36

It is difficult to combine front and side view cameras, as it is illegal for the front mirror to be removed.
However, the added value of the front view camera, a larger field of vision and seeing everything on one monitor 
is so high that it is nevertheless installed in most cases. The front mirror is also kept.

Rear side view camera

0120050 - PAGE 31

Extra visibility when manoeuvring and swinging out.
As these trucks enter farmyards, they have to be able to manoeuvre accurately be-
tween the farmhouse and the sheds which often have low roofs. The outer mirrors do 
not provide a direct view of the side of the-trailer in bends. It is important for the driver 
to be able to see whether he can swing the rear of the vehicle out safely. Orlaco's side 
view camera provides a clear image of this.

Rear view camera

0120000 - PAGE 31

It is not always possible to drive forwards off the site. The rear view camera 
gives a direct view of the area immediately behind the vehicle.

   Information

Hooklift truck or container truck

Rear view and hooklift camera

0120050 - PAGE 31

0120010 - PAGE 31

Hooking up a container requires several critical actions to be carried out in a short space of time. As the driver, it is 
important for you to check that the container is hooked up properly, positioned onto the rollers correctly and locked 
securely. The Orlaco camera brings it all into view. 
A camera with a small angle on the rear of the cab. How well you see is especially important. 
A camera with a wide angle on the rear bumper. What you see is especially important. 
The horizontal and vertical line marks shown on the monitor will enable you to position your vehicle correctly.

Front view camera

0120050 + 0401270 - PAGES 31, 36

 0120060 + 0401270 - PAGES 31, 36

When you move on to the next job, the system also switches 
from rear to front vision. The front camera ensures that you have 
a clear image of the view in front of the cab when you drive off. 
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Camera for visibility in the dumper and rear view camera

0120050 - PAGE 31

0120010 - PAGE 31

If you want to keep an eye on the load, then the solution is to install a camera in the dumper. The camera also pro-
vides an accurate indication of whether your vehicle is positioned correctly and whether the container is sufficiently 
filled. Put simply, it eliminates the need for extra staff and the driver no longer has to keep climbing in and out.
The cameras are heated and waterproof (IP69K).
The cameras can be cleaned with a high pressure cleaner, for example, when the vehicle is being washed. 

Cable: 
The cable between the camera and monitor needs to be very flexible. Dynamic cables are needed to avoid wear 
and tear. Orlaco's dynamic cables have a very low bend radius and therefore offer the best protection.

   Information

Environment

Rear view camera

0120000 - PAGE 31

In accordance with NEN 1501, rear vision is always mandatory for refuse collection 
trucks, even when driving forwards.
 

Vehicles used in the environmental sector often operate 
in busy residential areas. Within this sector, the prob-
lem of blind spots is a crucial issue. It is therefore logi-
cal that cameras are mandatory on the back of refuse 
collection vehicles. They enable the driver to not only 
keep sight of the situation behind the truck, but also to 
maintain contact with the loaders. 

Orlaco cameras also provide visibility around side 
loaders, street sweepers, drain cleaning vehicles and 
container trucks. 
Orlaco cameras comply with NEN-EN 1501, the Euro-
pean safety standard for refuse vehicles.

   Information

vision solutions vision solutions
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Navigation: 
It is important for professional response personnel to get to their destination quickly. There is no time to lose.
A friendly sounding navigation system will guide you directly to your required destination. 
For more systems specifically tailored to the fire service, please see our "Emergency vision solutions" catalogue. 

    Information

Rear view camera

0120000 - PAGE 31

The rear view camera increases the safety of professional response personnel and bystanders. You can manoeu-
vre more easily because you can see the area behind the vehicle. The monitor in the cab automatically switches 
over to the rear view camera if you select reverse gear. 

Front view camera

0120050 - PAGE 31

0120060 - PAGE 31
The front view camera provides 
the required visibility at 
the front of the truck. A 
quick look at the moni-
tor and you will know 
whether you can drive off 
safely without overlook-
ing a cyclist, pedestrian 
or post. 

vision solutionsvision solutions

Front view camera

0120050 + 0401270 - PAGES 31, 36

0120060 + 0401270 - PAGES 31, 36

Rear view camera

0120000 - PAGE 31

The rear view camera lets you see the area immediately 
behind the bus. The monitor in the cab automatically 
switches over to this camera if you select reverse gear, 
allowing you to reverse safely.

Bus
Buses may not be covered by the mirror directive, but this does not mean front view cameras are an unnecessary 
luxury. When approaching a bus stop along the street or at the station, the front view camera will ensure no pas-
sengers are overlooked. 
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Camera

0120010 - PAGE 31

Airports

Catering vehicles:
What is the best position for loading meals on board quickly without causing damage to the aircraft?
De-Icers:
The cameras provide good visibility even under tough conditions. They have a heated lens surface to prevent 
condensation and frost, even at -40°C.

   Examples
   Information
Time and safety are of the essence at airports. A wide 
range of personnel and vehicles are involved in get-
ting aeroplanes in the air on time and enabling them 
to land safely.
Orlaco cameras have a different function on each ve-
hicle.

Their purpose, however, is the same; to improve safety 
and efficiency.
Whether for aircraft towing vehicles or baggage han-
dling vehicles, telescopic fork-lift trucks for internal 
freight transportation or passenger buses etc, Orlaco 
has a suitable solution for every application.

vision solutionsvision solutions

Kerosene refuelling trucks: 
The camera provides a view of the filling point. By set-
ting the line mark, the driver can stop the vehicle at 
the exact position required. This eliminates the need to 
climb out or to ask for assistance from others. Orlaco 
systems are ADR approved and are an excellent choice 
for this application.
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sets

FRONTCAM
sets

Set Front view
The limited job that mirrors do can be done much more 
effectively with a front view camera. And that job is to 
provide good visibility of the area directly in front of and 
on the passenger side of the cab.

The display 7” LEDD can easily be installed in a DDIN 
opening in the dashboard. Furthermore, the monitors 
are equipped with handy options, such as automatic 
brightness adjustments. No matter how brightly the sun 
is shining or how dark it is, you always have good vis-
ibility.

The Orlaco cameras are heated and waterproof (IP69K). 
The cameras can be cleaned with a high pressure clean-
er, for example, when the vehicle is being washed.

You can easily expand this set with a rear view camera, 
for example, or with a navigation system.

Front view
set 0400510       page 26

Compact Camera CCC115°
0120050 - page 31

Display 7” LEDD
0208202 - page 34

Multicable 5 m
0301880 - page 32

Front view
set 0400520       page 26

Compact Camera CCC131°
0120060 - page 31

Display 7” LEDD
0208202 - page 34

Multicable 5 m
0301880 - page 32

optional:

monitor mounting bracket
0400610 page 35

camera support
0401270 page 36

Would you like further information?
www.orlaco.com

sets

FRONTCAM
sets

optional:

camera support
0401270 page 36

Would you like further information?
www.orlaco.com

Front view with navigation system
set 0400420       page 27

Compact Camera CCC115°
0120050 - page 31

Display 7” LEDD
0208202 - page 34

Switcher UNI
0404040 - page 38

Multicable 5 m
0301880 - page 32

Garmin navigation system
0277000 - page 40

Set Front view with navigation
Good visibility and clear instructions on one monitor. 
The front view camera takes care of the truck and the 
navigation system ensures that you reach your destina-
tion without detours. The built-in monitor activator en-
sures that the system complies with legal requirements.

Monitors can be integrated or surface-mounted. This 
depends on the vehicle. No matter what you choose, 
the system is always plug-and-play. In addition, the 
extremely high clarity of the monitor is a guarantee of 
good visibility.

The Orlaco cameras are heated and waterproof 
(IP69K). The cameras can be cleaned using a high 
pressure cleaner, for example, when the vehicle is be-
ing washed.

monitor mounting bracket
0400610 page 35
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set Front-rear view  
Eyes in the front and the back of your head. That is not 
a luxury.
The front view camera ensures the required visibility in 
the front, while the rear view camera assists you in rapid 
reverse manoeuvres. With this solution you can switch 
between camera images on the monitor. Your manoeu-
vrability is instantly improved. Turning around, turning 
corners, reversing—it is all much easier and much safer.

The Orlaco cameras are heated and waterproof (IP69K). 
The cameras can be cleaned using a high pressure 
cleaner, for example, when the vehicle is being washed.
 
You can easily expand this set with a navigation system.

sets

FRONTCAM
sets

optional:

protection cover for CCC 
0402320 page 36

cable 16 m/21 m Uni 
0301920/0301940 page 32

cabin cable 8 m
0304020 page 33

spiral interconnection 3.5 m
0303630 page 33

semi-trailer cable 25 m
0303740 page 33

Front and rear view
set 0401970       page 26

Does not include cable for rear view

Compact Camera CCC115° (Front view)
0120050 - page 31

Compact Camera CCC102° (Rear view)
0120000 - page 31

Display 7” LEDD
0208202 - page 34

Switcher UNI
0404040 - page 38

Multicable 5 m
0301880 - page 32

Front and rear view
set 0401980       page 26

Does not include cable for rear view

Compact Camera CCC131° (Front view)
0120060 - page 31

Compact Camera CCC102° (Rear view)
0120000 - page 31

Display 7” LEDD
0208202 - page 34

Switcher UNI
0404040 - page 38

Multicable 5 m
0301880 - page 32

sets

REARCAM
sets

optional:

set Rear view
The rear view solution is a popular set.
And not without reason. Lack of visibility at the rear is 
one of the most frequently occurring problems.

The monitors are equipped with handy options such as 
mirror-image display and a line mark, if required. A real 
help in many situations! And what about the automatic 
brightness adjustment? No matter how brightly the sun 
is shining or how dark it is, you always have good
visibility.

The Orlaco cameras are heated and waterproof (IP69K). 
The cameras can be cleaned using a high pressure 
cleaner, for example, when the vehicle is being washed.

You can easily expand this set with a front view camera, 
for example, or with a navigation system.

Rear view
set 0401860       page 26 

Compact Camera CCC115° CMOS
0146060 - page 31

Display 7” LEDD
0208202 - page 34         does not include cable for rear view

monitor mounting bracket
0400610 page 35
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SYSTEM
connection

set 0400510 
 product no.  - page
1  0208202 - 34
2 0120050  -  31
3  0301880 - 32

set 0400520 
 product no. - page
1  0208202 - 34
2 0120060 - 31
3  0301880 - 32

Rear view cables 
 product no. - page
1  0301920 - 32
2 0304020  - 33
3  0303630 - 33
4 0303740  - 33

set 0401970 
 product no. - page
1  0208202 - 34
2  0120000 - 31
3  0120050 - 31
4  0404040 - 38
5 0301880  -  32
6 Cable depends on type of
 vehicle, see page 32

set 0401860 
 product no. - page
1  0208202 - 34
2  0146060 - 31
 Cable depends on type of
 vehicle, see page 32

SYSTEM
connection

Volvo set 0402000 
 product no. - page
1  0208202 - 34
2  0120050 - 31
3  0301880 - 32
 0400680  - 35

set 0400420 
 product no. - page
1  0208202 - 34
2  0120050 - 31
3  0404040 - 38 
4 0277000 - 40
5 0301880 - 32 

Volvo set 0402010 
 product no. - page
1  0208202 - 34
2  0120050 - 31
3  0404040 - 38
4  0277000 - 40
5 0301880  -  32
 0400680  -  35

MAN set 0403800 
 product no. - page
1  0120050 - 31
2  0301880 - 32
3  0256055 - 39
4 0256270  -  39

MAN set 0403840 
 product no. - page
1  0120050 - 31
2  0146190 - 31
3  0301880 - 32
4 0256055  - 39
5 0256270  - 39
Does not include rear view cable, see page 33

MAN set 0403820 
 product no. - page
1  0146190 - 31
2  0256055 - 39
Does not include rear view cable, see page 33

sets

set 0401980 
 product no. - page
1  0208202 - 34
2  0120000 - 31
3  0120060 - 31
4  0404040 - 38
5 0301880  -  32
6 Cable depends on type of
 vehicle, see page 32

 Trailer/Tipper

 Rigid
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set LHV
Tractor unit
 product no. - page
1  0208202 - 34
2  0404040 - 38
3 0405600 - 34
4 0301880 - 32
5 0120050/60 - 31
6 0301930 - 32

Trailer/Tipper
 product no. - page
7 0303630 - 33 
8  0303740 - 33
9  1220150 - 40
 0120000 - 31

sets

SYSTEM
connection

SYSTEM
connection

sets

Tractor unit 
 product no. - page
1  0208202 - 34
2  0301880 - 32
3  0120050 - 31
4  0304080 - 38
5 0304020  -  33
6 0303630  -  33

Three cameras on trailer 
 product no. - page
7 0120050 - 31
8 0303740 - 33
 0404040 - 38
 0301940 - 32

set Tanker 

9
10

10
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CAMERAS
Step 1

The following pages provide a clear overview of all of Or-
laco's products. If you are unable to find a solution that 
perfectly meets your needs among the sets we have put 
together, you can assemble your own system.
This can be done in four easy steps:
Step 1: Choose your camera
Step 2: Choose your cable
Step 3: Choose your monitor

Step 4: Choose any options you require
You can also choose additional products from the acces-
sory list, such as switchers, connectors or splitters. No 
matter what you choose, the systems are always plug-
and-play.
Please note: if you use two or more cameras, you will 
also need a switcher (0404040) and extra cables (see 
page 32).

Or put together your own system

• Operating temperature 
 between -40°C and +85°C 
• SLR (Sunlight Resistant) 

glass. Clear image in bright 
or low sunlight 

• Chemically hardened glass
• Light sensitivity 0.5 lux
• Nitrogen-fi lled housing, 

waterproof (IP 69K)
• Heated lens surface to 

prevent condensation and 
frost

• High resolution
• Shock and vibration resistant
• 0.5 m of cable from camera 

to connector 1312001
• Opening angle available for 

every vision solution 

The benefits of our compact cameras

These measures are theoretical only. Situations may differ in practice.

products

Compact Colour Cameras - 12V/DC 
0120060 CCC131°
Approved for front vision 

0120050 CCC115°
Approved for front vision 

0120000 CCC102°
Recommended for rear vision

0120010 CCC78°
Recommended for visibility of a specific process

0120020 CCC54°
Recommended for visibility of a specific process

0120030 CCC32°
Recommended for visibility of a specific process

0120040 CCC17°
Recommended for visibility of a specific process

0170000 CCC102° MIRROR
Recommended for rear vision on third party screens

CMOS Cameras - 12-30V/DC 
0146060 CCC115° CMOS PAL
Recommended for side or rear vision

0146000 CCC78° CMOS PAL
Recommended for visibility of a specific process

0146190 CCC115° CMOS PAL MIRROR
Recommended for rear vision on third party screens

CAMERAS

products
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CABELS
Step 2

products

Multicable standard
0301960 1 m 
0301870 2 m 
0301890 3 m
0301880 5 m 
0301930 8 m
0301900 11 m 
0301920 16 m 
0301940 21 m 

• Waterproof cable connectors (1310841 & 1312001)
• Oil and petrol resistant
• Operating temperature -30°C and +80°C

Dynamic cable
0304340 5 m 
0301810 11 m
0301730 15 m
0301830 20 m

• Waterproof cable connectors (1310850 & 1312050)
• Soft sleeve with low bend radius
• Suitable for use to -40°C
• Suitable for dynamic use

• All cables are specifi cally 
designed by Orlaco 

• Special cables available
 for various circumstances 

such as tough conditions

• Resistant to oil and
 petrol

• ADR approved

The benefits of Orlaco cables

Swivelling arm cable
0303870 Swivelling arm cable 11 m

• Multicable fitted with extra protection hose
• Oil and petrol resistant
• IP67
• ADR approved
• Connects to trailer cable (0303740)

Spiral cable set
0304020 Cabin cable 8 m

• 8 m multicable through cab
• Fitted with 4 pin male (1312001) and 10 pin female 

connectors
• Oil and petrol resistant
• IP67
• ADR approved

0303630 Spiral interconnection

• 3.5 m
• Double coax
• Oil and petrol resistant
• IP67
• ADR approved

0303740 Semi trailer cable 25 m

• 25 m multicable
• Oil and petrol resistant
• IP67
• ADR approved

products

OPTIONS
accessories
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MONITORS
Step 3

products

Monitors 

0208202 7” LEDD
• For double DIN (ISO 7736) slide opening in the 

dashboard, size of opening: 183 x113.5 mm 
• Display menu (OSD)
• Integrated monitor activator for front vision
• Input voltage 12 to 60V/DC

0208602 7” RLED  
• Includes holder that is easy to install and adjust
• Waterproof IP67
• Input voltage 12 to 60V/DC
• Display menu (OSD)

The possibilities offered by Orlaco monitors
• Operating temperature 

between -40SDgrC and 
+85SDgrC 

• Impact and vibration resist-
ance that meets the highest 
requirements

• Power supply protects 
against: 
-induction voltages

 -load dumps
 -overvoltage and under-

voltage

• Mirror image correction
• Clear image. High resolu-

tion of 430,000 pixels 
• Brightness automatically 

adjusts to the ambient light.

• Option of a line mark per 
camera on the monitor for 
optimum determination of 
distance between the vehi-
cle and other objects

• Integrated sun shade

products

OPTIONS
Step 4

0400630 DDIN Adapter
• For fitting the monitor to the dashboard of a Renault 

Magnum
• ABS

0400680 DDIN Adapter
• For fitting the monitor to a Volvo dashboard (FH/FM)
• ABS

0400600 Monitor mounting bracket flexible
• For flexible assembly of the Display 7� LEDD
• ABS + aluminium

Monitor assembly holders
0400610 Monitor mounting bracket
• For flexible assembly of the Display 7� LEDD
• ABS + aluminium
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OPTIONS
accessories

products

0402320 Protection cover
• For the Compact Camera (CCC) series

0401210 Camera support with exten-
sion
• For the Compact Camera (CCC) for front vision 

Volvo FM and FH
• Rubber extension piece
• Including fitting material

0402360 Aerodynamic cover
• For the Compact Camera (CCC) series
• Stainless steel

0402250 Camera extension support
• 155 mm
• Stainless steel
• the same hole pattern as the Camera CCC holder

0402270 Camera extension support
• 250 mm
• Stainless steel
• the same hole pattern as the Camera CCC holder

Assembly accessories:
0401270 Camera support
• For the Compact Camera (CCC) e.g. for front vision
• The cover can be resprayed in the same colour as 

the vehicle
• Including fitting material

products

OPTIONS
accessories

0403310 Shock absorbers for Camera CCC
• In situations in which shock absorption plays a 

major role, we recommend using these specially 
designed shock absorbers when installing the Com-
pact Camera (CCC)

0401300 Attachment plate for quick fastening
• For quick attachment of the Compact Camera (CCC)
• Stainless steel

0401260 Quick fastener for Camera CCC
• For quick attachment of the Compact Camera (CCC)
• Includes two attachment plates
• Stainless steel

Assembly accessories:
8400600 Camera holder
• Holder for Orlaco Compact Camera
• ABS
• Including fitting material
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OPTIONS
accessories

products

Switchers
0404040 Switcher UNI
• Input and power supply for a maximum of three
 cameras and, if using a Y-split cable, can even
  accommodate four cameras
• Output for monitor

0404080 Switcher IP67
• Waterproof IP67
• Input and power supply for a maximum of three
 cameras and, if using a Y-split cable, can even
 accommodate four cameras
• Output for monitor

0405600 Trailer switcher CE
• For connecting the rear view camera to the truck 

and trailer/tipper
• Switches automatically on connection
• Includes 16 m cable and 10 pin connector

Video distributor
0407000 Orlaco video distributor
• For a second and third Orlaco monitor
• 12 V DC
• Does not include cables or connectors

Split cables
0304080 Y-split for LEDD displays
• This cable can be used to expand your system to 

four cameras per monitor in combination with the 
UNI Switcher.

products

OPTIONS
accessories

0256270 Monitor activator
• Includes connector for tachometer/speed meter
 output
• Can be adjusted for automatic activation of the front 

camera at speeds between 0 and 30 km per hour

0270010 Interface Dynafleet
• For connecting the Dynafleet driver tool to the UNI 

Switcher for Volvo

0256055 Radio/navigation system interface
• For connecting a maximum of two cameras to the 

Blaupunkt navigation system
• The Blaupunkt monitor is approved for front vision 

when combined with the CCC 115° and CCC 131°
• Rear view camera must be mirror

0270500 Uni power interface
• This interface can be used with the UNI Switcher to 

connect a maximum of three cameras to the naviga-
tion fleet management systems

• Must be used in combination with the UNI Switcher
• Includes 0.5 m power supply cable and 1 m cable 

between UNI Switcher and interface
• Rear view camera must be mirror

0002060 Screen splitter anamorphic image
• Two cameras are displayed on the monitor 

simultaneously
• Not in combination with front vision
• 12...24V
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Navigation system
0277000 Garmin navigation system   
 with TMC
• Easy to connect to an Orlaco LEDD monitor  
• Internal memory  
• SD slot for map updates
• Includes TMC receiver, speaker, remote control unit 

and GPS receiver
• Does not include monitor

Digital MPEG2 video recorder
0000200 Easysolid Recorder
• CompactFlash storage  
• Compact stainless steel housing  
• Includes 32 GB CF card for max of 72 hours of storage
• Video loop function
• 10–36 V/DC
• Includes CF card reader
• Automatic timestamp

Cable per metre (without connectors)
1220150 Multicable UNI
1220250 Multicable 1x coax + 12 wires
1220350 Multicable 2x coax
1220600 Dynamic cable
1220900 Power supply cable
1222000 Coax cable
Connectors can be ordered separately (page 43).
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Adapter cables

0304000 Adapter cable 4 pin female - 4 pin female

0304050 Adapter cable 4 pin male - 4 pin male

0303770 Adapter cable  (with RCA connector)

0303810   Adapter cable Volvo ECU Uni

0303830 Adapter cable Interactor

0303840  Orlaco cable - GreenCat Top IQ1

0303820  Orlaco cable - GreenCat Top IQ2

0303860 Camera cable B4P - BNC

0304060 Adapter cable video and signal Snooper
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Cable expansion sets
0303960 Cable expansion
• For Rigid + trailer, manual

0303970 Cable expansion
• For Rigid + trailer, automatic

0303980 Cable expansion
• For Rigid + tipper, manual

0303990 Cable expansion
• For Rigid + tipper, automatic

OPTIONS
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8975910 Power supply cable
• Length 2 m

Connectors
1310841 Connector 4 pin female Gold
• Suitable for Multicable 1220150

1312001 Connector 4 pin male Gold
• Suitable for Multicable 1220150

1310850 Connector 4 pin female PG9 Gold
• Suitable for Dynamic cable 1220600

1312050 Connector 4 pin male PG9 Gold
• Suitable for Dynamic cable 1220600

Cable disconnection sets
0351070 Cable disconnection set 7 pin
• 7 pin
• Waterproof
• With sealing caps

0351100 Cable disconnection set 10 pin
• 10 pin
• Waterproof
• With sealing caps
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Power supply
0004600 Power supply 9–36 V
• Maximum cable length 200 m
• Power input 9–36 V/DC
• Power output 12 V/DC

Cable disconnection sets 10 pin
Individual components

1399510 Surface-mounted case 10 pin 

1399610 Female insert 10 pin

1399500 Case 10 pin

1399600 Male insert 10 pin

2200250 Reducing ring

2205200 Screw cap PG 7 plastic

Certificates
ISO 9001: 2008
ISO 14001: 2004

EMC camera e4-72-245-2006-28-0489-01
EMC monitor e4-72-245-2006-28-1005-01
ADR TU-EGG-37-00

Front view component type approval:
DDIN EC*2009/97*2005*27*01*0003
LEDD e4-46R-023498-00

Demonstration systems
0996073 Counter display
• The camera system on the counter display reflects 

precisely what is happening in front of the lens. 
The moving images on the monitor invite visitors to 
take a closer look. Its compact set up takes up little 
space and its images catch the eye immediately. 
Simply take the set along with you when visiting 
customers. There is also room for presenting your 
leaflets

0996050 Large demonstration case
• The demonstration case provides a "mobile" demo 

option. This case makes it possible to give on site 
demonstrations in all types of commercial vehicles 
so that drivers can experience the benefits of a cam-
era monitor system in their trucks

Why choose Orlaco camera/monitor
solutions?
Orlaco is a leading, global designer and manufacturer 
of clever, robust camera/monitor solutions in which vis-
ibility is of the essence. The Dutch company, which has 
more than 20 years' experience in special camera/mon-
itor vision solutions, is renowned for its product quality 
and total cost of ownership. Orlaco enjoys long-lasting 
relationships with manufacturers and distributors via 
its own global network of subsidiaries and representa-
tives. 

When Orlaco began designing cameras and monitors, 
it contacted large companies in the industry in order to 
obtain insight into their chief requirements regarding 
optimum visibility. Excellent image quality in all situa-
tions had the highest priority and reliability under tough 
conditions (high pressure cleaning, temperatures, EMC 
and vibrations) was also a must. 

In order to meet this set of requirements, Orlaco rede-
veloped its entire range of solutions, which resulted in 
a full check of all aspects of the design. 
All elements such as housing, optical systems, software 
and electronics were in need of a revolutionary update 
and Orlaco made significant investments in innovation 
and product design. Each individual component has 
been designed by the company itself, which gives Or-
laco maximum flexibility when customers require differ-
ent interfaces or models. As Orlaco has all the required 
knowledge and experience in house, integration with 
customer systems is relatively simple. 

Total costs are another important aspect of each 
project. As Orlaco has full control of the production, we 
have been able to shorten the entire chain right down 
to the end users and share the resulting cost savings 
with our customers.  

Orlaco Products comply with international standards, 
rules and regulations so that vehicle certifications are 
not delayed. Above all, Orlaco focuses on product reli-
ability and quality of the system 24 hours a day over 
a long period, resulting in a far better return for your 
investment. 


